1. The policy problem. We argue that beliefs about spoken and sign languages among underinformed professionals have serious consequences; parents are advised to make decisions and construct home and school environments that affect normal language acquisition among deaf children. In the United States, around 96% of deaf children are born to hearing parents (Moores 2001) who have no family history of using a sign language. The remaining 4% are born to deaf parents, and in most cases, though not always, the primary language of the home is a sign language. Many hearing parents are initially uninformed about fundamental language matters and turn to the medical profession, the internet, their spiritual leaders, and/or their friends and family for advice about the language choices they need to make for their children (Luterman 1979, Gregory 1995, Porter & Edirippulige 2007). Too often, those they turn to are under- or misinformed about the language needs of deaf children (Meader & Zazove 2005). Parents are often told that the best way for their child to acquire spoken language is to raise them without sign language. In many cases, parents are advised that sign is to be chosen only as a last resort (Petitto 1998, Johnston 2006), and that great effort should be devoted instead to the acquisition of speech. Given that these parents are hearing and unfamiliar with deaf people’s lives and sign languages, many opt for the more typical oral and/or aural choice (speech and audition only).
In addition, over 80% of deaf children in developed countries receive cochlear implants (CIs), and the percentage is increasing (Boyes Braem & Rathmann 2010). CI is now the treatment of choice in the medical sciences for most children with sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) (Niparko 2009), and sign language is seen as both a barrier to learning speech and a symptom of treatment failure (Broesterhuizen & Leuven 2008). The most frequent recommendation is to isolate deaf children from sign language environments during the important years of first language acquisition (Wrigley 1997, Padden & Humphries 2005, The Canadian Hearing Society 2005, Krausnake 2008).

However, CI has a variable rate of success with respect to long-term language development. (Rather than interrupt the discussion with a long list here, we indicate these references with two asterisks in the bibliography.) The factors involved in CI success are not well understood, although age of the patient (Tomblin et al. 2005, Vermeire et al. 2005, Nicholas & Geers 2007, and many others), onset of deafness (Leung et al. 2005, Green et al. 2007), coding strategies (Skinner et al. 2002), family socioeconomic-education level (Svirsky et al. 2004, Szagun 2008), and surgical technique (Meshik et al. 2010) are relevant. Even under optimal conditions, CI implantation does not guarantee first language acquisition. Many implanted children who are born deaf or become deaf in the first few years of life experience little to no success in language acquisition with a CI, and only turn to sign language after the early critical period. Unfortunately, this means these children run the risk of never having completely fluent use of either a spoken or a sign language.

Further, not meeting the language needs of deaf children can mean harm to their psycho-social health, putting them at risk for depression, behavioral problems, social disorders, and juvenile delinquency (Northern & Downs 2002, Andrews et al. 2003, Schick et al. 2006, Leigh 2009). They are more likely to engage in criminal behavior in later life (Kleimenov & Shamkov 2005, Miller et al. 2005), to be the target of abuse of various sorts (Sullivan & Knutson 2000, Knutson et al. 2004, Kvam 2004), and to rely on the social services safety net. Long term, language access is critical for the participation of deaf people in preventive health and health care services (Iezzoni et al. 2004, McKee, Barnett, et al. 2011, McKee, Schlehofer, et al. 2011), education (Oliva 2004), mental health care (Steinberg et al. 1998), the workplace (Rashid et al. 2011, Haynes & Linden 2012), and social relationships (Gerich & Fellinger 2012).

Additionally, failure to acquire language in the early years results in delay or disruption in the development of cognitive skills that interweave with linguistic ability. Such children have trouble with verbal memory organization (Rönnberg 2003), mastery of numeracy and literacy (MacSweeney 1998), and higher-order cognitive processing such as executive function and theory of mind (Courtin 2000, 2010, Courtin & Melot 2005, Morgan & Kegl 2006, Schick et al. 2007, Courtin et al. 2008, Figueras et al. 2008, Marschark & Hauser 2008, Remmel & Peters 2009).

Globally, SNHL is one of the most common among those birth conditions labeled ‘defects’ by the medical profession. Profound SNHL occurs in two or three out of 1,000 newborns in North America (National Institutes of Health 2011) and is as high as three out of 1,000, depending on the severity threshold used in a given study and whether unilateral hearing loss is included (Spivak 2007, Kozak et al. 2009). In Germany, profound SNHL occurs in one to three out of 1,000 newborns (Schnell-Inderst et al. 2006). In Nigeria, a striking number of twenty-eight per 1,000 infants have permanent congenital and early-onset hearing loss (Olusanya et al. 2008). Poverty, combined with many other factors, produces higher levels of SNHL; lower socioeconomic areas around the world are home to higher numbers of people with SNHL (for Canada, see Bowd 2005; for
India, see Reddy et al. 2006; for Malawi, see van Hasselt & van Kregten 2002; for Pakistan, see Musani et al. 2011; for the United States, see many, especially Oghalai et al. 2002 and Prince et al. 2003). Most deaf and hard-of-hearing children live in developing countries (Jauhiainen 2001, Tucci et al. 2010). Nevertheless, in developing countries, an increasing percentage of deaf children do get CIs, and there is an outcry among the medical profession for CI funding (Garg et al. 2011, Saunders & Barrs 2011). Postnatal causes of SNHL include bacterial meningitis, beta-hemolytic streptococcal sepsis, toxins, trauma, and late onset due to gene mutation (Pazarkar et al. 2006); by school age, six to seven out of 1,000 children have permanent hearing loss, most of which is SNHL (Bamford et al. 2007).

Given all of these frequency data and the trend toward speech-only training in medical settings, it is clear that a significant number of children in the world with SNHL are likely to be given CIs and kept away from sign language during their early years, and, consequently, run a high risk of linguistic deprivation and related cognitive deficits.

2. The linguistic evidence that informs this policy problem. Before entering into the linguistic evidence, it is important to recognize nonlinguistic debates concerning language choices for deaf children. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved the use of CIs in adults in 1984, in children aged two and above in 1990, and in children aged twelve months and above in 2000. Almost this entire time, there has been a controversy revolving around the question of whether CIs would remove a child from Deaf communities and eventually threaten Deaf communities with extinction (Winefield 1987, Grant 2008). There has also been much discussion over ethical concerns of CIs that go beyond linguistic issues and surgical-risk issues (Christiansen & Leigh 2002). Here, we set these debates aside not because they are wrong-minded, but because they obfuscate the linguistic issues, which, by themselves, are straightforward and compelling.

With respect to the linguistic evidence, two points can be made, one involving recognition of the fact that both the oral-aural and the manual-visual modalities of language nourish the brain’s language mechanism, and the other involving the recognition of changing plasticity in the brain with respect to first language acquisition.

2.1. Two modalities of language. First, language and the brain are flexible with respect to modality. Both spoken and sign languages can nurture brain development, as is shown by much research on the structure of particular spoken and sign languages and on language universals (see a multitude of articles in many linguistics journals, including Sign Language & Linguistics and Sign Language Studies, as well as more recently in journals that do not focus on sign languages, such as Language; and see a variety of comprehensive books, such as Sandler & Lillo-Martin 2006, Brentari 2010, Pfau et al. 2012), on language acquisition (Newport & Meier 1985, Meier & Newport 1990, Petitto & Marentette 1991, Lillo-Martin 1999, among many others), on language processing (Emmorey 2001, among many others), on neurolinguistics (Poizner et al. 1987, Neville 1995, among many others), on language pathologies (Corina 1998, among many others), and on second language learning (Newport 1990). (We have chosen to cite seminal works, which laid the foundation for much following research.)

Too often in the relevant medical literature, we find the confused belief that language is equivalent to speech despite a half-century of research on sign languages. For example, consider this statement from Kral and O’Donoghue (2011:485): ‘Nonetheless, the available evidence suggests that early intervention through sensory restoration offers the best hope of mitigating the pernicious effects of hearing deprivation on multiple lev-
els of brain function’. The authors recognize that absence of hearing can lead to absence of language, which can, in turn, lead to cognitive deficits, but they see ‘sensory restoration’ (i.e. auditory restoration) as the only way to ensure language and to prevent cognitive deficits that follow from absence of language input. This quotation is representative of the basic misconception that equates language with speech. Published policy statements about deaf children recommend early screening; early intervention; close and continued monitoring of the child’s communicative, language, motor, cognitive, and social-emotional development; and protection of infant and family rights through informed choice, decision making, and consent (Early Hearing Detection and Intervention Information & Resource Center 2004, Joint Committee on Infant Hearing 2007, Department of Health and Human Services 2009, and so on). Frequently, such recommendations discuss almost exclusively audio-verbal therapy (AVT) via habituation and vocal output, although more recent policy statements emphasize cognitive language development and the importance of nurturing and communicating with the child regardless of modality. Nevertheless, primary care physicians express a lack of confidence in discussing follow-up procedures and intervention needs for deaf newborns because of their lack of familiarity with deafness (Moeller et al. 2006), and thus immediately refer the parents to audiologists, whose primary concern is auditory input, often with no or only skeptical recommendations of looking into sign language options. Evidence that there are at least two modalities that offer a normal pathway to language acquisition is often disregarded, leading to a failure to understand and take advantage of the flexibility of the human brain.

2.2. First language acquisition and plasticity. The second relevant linguistic point with respect to the policy problem is that first language acquisition takes place most naturally and successfully in the first few years of life; if a child is not exposed to accessible or learnable language on a regular and frequent basis before the age of around five years old, that child is unlikely to ever use any language with native-like fluency across the grammar (Lenneberg 1964, 1967, Mayberry 1994, 1998, Hall & Johnston 2009, Hudson & Newport 2009). Over the years we see a gradual decline in the ability to acquire a first language (note that a second language is a separate matter with distinct considerations—our concern here is first language acquisition). Some areas of the grammar seem to be resilient; that is, even in the absence of early input, they can be mastered later in life (see Goldin-Meadow 2003, 2005), such as word order, while other areas of language are more fragile and, without input in the very early years, tend to never get mastered, such as complex morphology, as in verb agreement (Wood 2007, 2011). Evidence for this sensitive (or critical) period comes from children whose language development is somehow special, and from children who have been neglected and/or abused.

Aphasic, bilingual, and deaf individuals. Lenneberg (1967) reported that children with acquired aphasia can recover completely, but adults cannot, concluding that there must be a critical period for language acquisition. Later research on aphasia shows variable recovery from aphasia with children (Woods & Carey 1979, for example), but worse prognosis for adults (Martins 2004). Other works on aphasia likewise support a critical period for first language acquisition (Alajouanine & Lhermitte 1965, and Goorhuis-Brouwer 1976, a study written in Dutch and reported on in English in Snow & Hoeftngel-Höhle 1978).

Similarly, evidence on bilingualism supports the existence of a sensitive period. In a study of twenty-year-olds comparing monolinguals, early bilinguals (before the age of
ten), and late bilinguals, early bilinguals and monolinguals displayed the same level of proficiency in English and a greater proficiency than that of late bilinguals. Further, the age of onset of bilingualism was negatively correlated to English proficiency across all bilinguals (Luk et al. 2011).


Neglected and/or abused individuals. Other evidence for the first critical period comes from unfortunate incidents of neglect and abuse so severe that children did not acquire any language by the end of the first critical period, and thus were linguistically deprived and accordingly severely limited in their interactions with other humans and in their cognitive functions. These include cases of children discovered growing up ‘wild’ without being surrounded by human language (Shattuck 1980) and cases of children criminally abused (Curtiss 1977). A large-scale incidence of this is the case of children left in profoundly understaffed orphanages in Romania, where in 1999 it is estimated that there were at least 60,000 children languishing in state-run orphanages (Cohn 2011). In 2000, the Bucharest Early Intervention Project placed some of the children with foster families (Zeanah et al. 2003). They then studied the development of three groups: children remaining in orphanages, children in foster homes, and a control group of children with their original parents. Their research shows that early institutional neglect led to cognitive and socio-emotional deficits and psychiatric disorders. While foster intervention enhanced development, some areas of neural activity, cognition, and social-emotional functioning were resistant to recovery unless intervention took place before the age of two years. Language development fell among those functions. Studies of similar orphanages in China and Russia confirm these findings (Nelson et al. 2007).

Further, a recent study of the Bucharest Early Intervention Project (Drury et al. 2012) shows that the telomeres (the protective caps on the ends of chromosomes) of children in the Romanian orphanages grew shorter the longer they remained there. In other words, neglect has a biological effect; in particular, it changes the architecture of the brain. This is pertinent evidence that without proper cognitive nourishment, cortical activities are curtailed. In particular, the language mechanism no longer functions properly for fluid receptive and expressive language behavior.

2.3. Relevance to the policy problem. The combination of these two facts, that cognitive ability can develop in either language modality and that there is a sensitive period for first language acquisition (regardless of whether abuse or neglect is involved), is of crucial relevance to the problem. While the first fact is by and large ignored in the literature that favors CI, the second fact has long been accepted. Much research has shown better auditory results with earlier implantation; this has been the spur to implanting children before the age of two, and often before the age of one
The crucial problem is that even with early implantation, the level of aided hearing is less than optimal, which makes acquisition of a spoken language imperfect and difficult and, most of all, unpredictable (Santarelli et al. 2008). The problem is magnified if the child’s environment is noisy and unclear. The bottom line is that many children do not acquire a spoken language fully with a CI, and one cannot predict with reliability which children fall into that group. Even work that is explicitly supportive of CI includes statements such as ‘there remains huge, unexplained, variation in outcomes from implantation and the challenges of ensuring life-long use and benefit remain’ (Archbold & O’Donoghue 2009:457). For this reason, the failure of the relevant medical professionals to recognize the viability of sign languages means that these children run a risk of, and indeed often experience, linguistic deprivation. But sign languages are viable human languages, with all of the cognitive benefits attributed to spoken languages. Further, sign languages are accessible to all deaf children, even to the deaf-blind child, since there are tactile versions of sign languages (Mesch 2001). If deaf children acquire a sign language during the early years of life, they will not risk linguistic deprivation and the consequent cognitive deficits.

Many studies show that deaf children who sign achieve better in school than those who do not, regardless of other factors (such as whether their parents are deaf or hearing and whether they have assistive hearing devices and/or oral training) (Padden & Ramsey 2000, Strong & Prinz 2000, Mayer & Akamatsu 2003, Paul 2003, Schick 2003, Allen et al. 2007, Wilbur 2008). Indeed, ASL skill above other possible factors correlates strongly with reading achievement (Chamberlain & Mayberry 2008).

Moreover, the deaf child who acquires a sign language and then learns the written and, perhaps, spoken form of a spoken language is bilingual. Bilingualism has great benefits for the deaf child in cognitive, social, and educational areas (Wilbur 2001, Christiansen & Leigh 2002). In fact, both the sign language and the spoken language of bilingual deaf children display more syntactic complexity than that of their monolingual peers (Klatter-Folmer et al. 2006). In addition, the evidence that high proficiency in two or more languages results in more creative thinking in problem solving, and better mental flexibility and cognitive control that persists through late adulthood, is firm (Cummins & Gulustan 1974, Prinz & Strong 1998, Bialystok et al. 2004, Baker 2006, Lightbown & Spada 2006, Bialystok et al. 2007, Kushalnagar, Hannay, & Hernandez 2010). All around the world children are raised multilingually, and the bilingual-bicultural trend for deaf education is a mega-trend (Munoz-Baell et al. 2008). Dual proficiency in a sign language, such as American Sign Language, and in a spoken language, such as English, affords the deaf child the benefit of adapting to both signing and nonsigning peer groups with greater ease, resulting in better overall socio-emotional and behavioral development (Marschark 2009). Information of this sort will, we hope, disarm those who are strongly attached to the promotion of CI-only choice.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS THAT FOLLOW FROM THE EVIDENCE. One basic recommendation follows from the evidence.

OVERALL RECOMMENDATION: All deaf newborns and newly deafened small children should learn a sign language, regardless of whether they receive a CI or a hearing aid.

Several more specific recommendations follow from this basic one.

1. Medical education must be updated and include linguistic considerations. Medical professionals should be trained in recent research about language acquisition, par-
particularly with respect to the issues of linguistic deprivation for those children at risk, primarily deaf children. Medical schools, nursing schools, and schools of public health should include this information in their curriculum.

(2) Delivery of medical care to deaf children should be coordinated across the relevant health professionals, including audiologists, psychologists, surgeons, and rehabilitation teams. These teams should stay in constant contact with and respond to input from parents, sign language teachers, and classroom teachers. This way, the risk of linguistic deprivation can be caught early and responded to appropriately.

(3) Advice from medical professionals must be accurate and adequate. Parents of deaf newborns and newly deafened small children should be advised to teach their child sign language, regardless of whether the child also uses hearing aids or a CI. This means the entire family should learn sign language; and since the biological health of the language mechanism is at stake, this is properly a medical matter, so it is the medical profession’s responsibility to tell the parents this.

When the entire family uses sign language at the dinner table, for example, the deaf child has visual access and picks up on incidental information on a variety of topics. Developmentally, the inclusion of the child in family dialogues promotes healthy psychosocial and emotional functioning (Hauser et al. 2010). The deaf child is likely to feel included in family conversations and is less frustrated, as is commonly reported in other situations with communication barriers. This has been self-reported as having an important impact on the deaf youth’s quality of life, and the perception of being included in family dialogues is associated with fewer reports of depression symptomatology (Kushalnagar et al. 2011). Deaf children whose hearing parents and siblings, particularly hearing mothers, sign with them demonstrate language expressiveness and theory of mind on a par with hearing children of the same age (Spencer 1993, Schick et al. 2007).

(4) More research needs to be done on second language learning, especially in a second modality. Second language learning is difficult for adults (Krashen 1981 and later work by many), perhaps even more so when the new language is in a different modality. Hearing relatives of a deaf child are going to need help in learning a sign language. Projects such as VL2 at Gallaudet University, for example, should be adequately funded.

(5) Deaf children should be brought into contact with deaf signing children and adults frequently. The family of a deaf child should not feel the burden of being good sign language models for the child. The important point is that family members engage in frequent, direct language interaction with the deaf child, but the family must understand that their own efforts will not be enough. Parents of deaf children should help them find other deaf children to socialize with in a common language—a community of others like themselves—without continual adult intervention in that communication. Individual interpreters, who act as surrogate teachers or even parents in the classroom, often have little contact with the deaf community. As a result, deaf students can be limited to dyadic groups for communication, which do not approach the richness and complexity of language as used by a larger community. It appears the optimal way to ensure the needed exposure is to participate in group discourse.

Given this, medical advisors must inform the family that the deaf child needs to be brought into contact with a community of deaf signers so as to be exposed to consistent and multiple models of signing on a regular and frequent basis. Families need to be-

1 http://vl2.gallaudet.edu/
come informed about the local culture of Deaf people and help their child (and the whole family) to participate in Deaf events. There are good publications out there to help, like Lane et al. 1996, Padden & Humphries 2005, Bauman 2008, Bauman & Murray 2009, Marschark 2009, and Marschark & Spencer 2010, 2011, all of which provide substantial references.

(6) Advice from others outside the hearing sciences and medical profession must be better informed about pertinent language matters. These advisors include spiritual leaders, particularly since the risk of depression or other psychosocial stress on the part of deaf children and their parents may bring them to these leaders for guidance (Spahn et al. 2003, Turner et al. 2007, Mellon 2009, Kushalnagar et al. 2011). So schools of theology should include information on first language acquisition particularly as it pertains to deaf children in their curriculum. Others in counseling professions need to be similarly informed.

(7) Make sign language accessible to hearing parents and their deaf child. If a family of a deaf child does not have easy access to a signing community, they must take a very strong active role in providing their child with a sign language. First, the family must try to learn a sign language in the best way possible, which may require driving a substantial distance to classes. If the local community is small, the family can enlist the whole community in the effort to learn a sign language and to communicate with the deaf child in that sign language. A community might want to advertise for and hire a sign language teacher to come and stay in their community for an extended period of time, teaching everyone who is willing to learn. There are also multiple online sites and DVDs to help someone learn a sign language (see the websites of Dawn Sign Press in the United States, Forest Books in the United Kingdom, or Karin Kestner Verlag in Germany, for example).

Second, the family should find out about camps for deaf children, where sign language is used and deaf children learn about and get welcomed into Deaf culture. Many such camps exist: in the United States they are scattered across the states; in Germany the German Deaf Youth Association and German Deaf Association of Hard-of-Hearing annually organize camps for Deaf and hard-of-hearing children and youth. Some have scholarships available. Some are for the entire family. There are various websites with up-to-date information on such camps (in the US: Summer Camps for Deaf and Hard of Hearing Children and Teens; in Germany: Bundeselternverband gehörloser Kinder e.V.).

Third, the family must be resourceful. Since it is important that others sign with the deaf child, the family could start a sign language class with parents and children who are not deaf. If the family has relatives in a city with a thriving Deaf community, visiting or even arranging to spend time there may be a significant act that makes a world of difference to the child’s development. The family might want to get online (using current video technology: Skype, FaceTime, gChat, ooVoo, Facebook, etc.) with someone who knows many people in the Deaf community to see if a Deaf family might like to come visit them for extended periods. The deaf child in one’s home makes the home eligible to obtain a videophone setup from a video relay service. Alternatively, one can install videophone software in a home computer. With this setup, the family and the deaf child can talk in sign language directly via video to deaf people whom they meet and

3 http://www.gallaudet.edu/clerc_center/information_and_resources/info_to_go/resources/summer_camps.html
4 http://www.gehoerlosekinder.de/
form stronger relationships. Sign language tutoring via videophone might even be arranged. These setups often cost nothing to the family except an internet connection. If the family has opportunities to live in an urban area that has a Deaf community, now might be the time to realize those opportunities.

These family responsibilities can be costly in a number of ways beyond money and time. Knoors and Marschark (2012) argue that using sign language can hinder family dynamics and that learning a sign language can be beyond the abilities of some family members, particularly older ones. We would suggest that, regardless of whether family members learn a sign language, a deaf child born into a hearing family always impacts family dynamics simply by virtue of the fact that the child is deaf. Further, every deaf child is entitled to be recognized and accepted as deaf and to develop their own identity as a deaf person. The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006) calls upon states to protect the rights of deaf children by ‘facilitating the learning of sign language and the promotion of the linguistic identity of the deaf community’ and by ensuring that their education ‘is delivered in the most appropriate languages and modes and means of communication for the individual, and in environments which maximize academic and social development’.

Knoors and Marschark (2012) point out further that bilingual education for deaf children has not had uniform success. However, the questions of how to ensure access to language in the early years of life and how to educate deaf children are distinct. Many and complex educational issues arise regardless of which kind of program a child enters (whether one of the various kinds of mainstreaming programs or one of the various kinds of bilingual/bicultural programs; see Ramsey 1997, Stinson & Liu 1999, Oliva 2004, Marschark 2009, and many others). We are confident that present and future efforts (including more research) will lead to better-qualified teachers using more appropriate and efficacious methods and materials (see Humphries 2013). The fact remains, however, that the cognitive factor that correlates best to literacy among deaf children is a foundation in a first language. Much earlier work shows this, and the most recent findings continue to confirm it: Davidson and colleagues (2014) show that children with CIs who also sign perform better in standardized language testing than children with CIs who do not have exposure to a sign language. (Again, we choose not to interrupt the flow of the argument with a long list of earlier works, so instead mark the relevant references with three asterisks in the bibliography.)

(8) Government sources must fund sign language instruction for these families. Every human has a right to language (as we argue in Humphries et al. 2013). Therefore, instruction in a sign language should be funded by federal and state governments for all deaf children and their families. This funding should continue at least until the age of twelve.

(9) The current risks associated with CIs need to be reduced. The risks of harm associated with CIs should be more widely understood, and the current high risk of linguistic consequences due to using CIs only as a response to deafness in the family needs to be alleviated greatly by the use of sign language along with CIs. Cochlear implants run a host of risks beyond linguistic deprivation. All surgeries come with risks, and surgeries involving the brain may be particularly troubling. With CI surgery, many complications arise, including injury to the facial nerve, necrosis and breakdown of the flap, injury to hair follicles, improper electrode placement, postsurgery infection under the flap and in the middle ear, and meningitis (Cohen & Roland 2006, McJunkin & Jeyakumar 2010, Rubin & Papsin 2010, Thom et al. 2013). There is also a huge risk (40% to 74% of patients) of vertigo that can last for years (Steenerson et al. 2001, Walker 2008).
The apparatus can fail, requiring repeated surgery with all of the same associated risks (Borkowski et al. 2002, Marlowe et al. 2010). Since many CI surgeries disable the cochlea (O’Reilly et al. 2008), the implanted ear loses whatever residual hearing it had; so if the CI does not offer language access to the child, then the surgery has, in fact, had a result contrary to its very intention. The harms of cochlear implant surgery are increasing as the popularity of binaural implantation goes up (Snow & Wackym 2009), while the claimed benefits have yet to be established (and see the results in Tyler et al. 2010). Further, some deaf and hard-of-hearing children are implanted even when they already recognize up to 30% of sentence material with or without a hearing aid (Tobin 1995), which is a better recognition rate than many children have post implantation. These children actually might be losing ground with respect to speech skills. And, finally, hearing aids do not present the surgical risks of CIs and may well offer comparable or better advantages with respect to speech development, depending on the particular needs of individual children (Figueras et al. 2008). We therefore believe that no child should be implanted unless implantation is accompanied by sign language, and there is a very strong chance that the child will have excellent oral communication skills as a result of the child’s curiosity and motivation for speaking, the child’s bias toward auditory learning style, and the child’s neural response to implantation.

4. WHAT WE HAVE BEEN DOING. We are a team with a core of a developmental psychologist, a pediatrician, an education scholar, and a group of linguists. At various times our team has been augmented by additional pediatricians, a philosopher, a theologian, and a lawyer. Most, but not all, of the core have been active in all our projects.

We write articles aimed at ensuring the right of deaf children to have a language, and thus to participate in human society (Kushalnagar, Mathur, et al. 2010, Blankmeyer Burke et al. 2011, Humphries et al. 2012a,b, 2013). Some of us have presented our work at national and international conferences. Most of our articles have been aimed at medical professionals (see e.g. Humphries et al. 2014), particular the primary care physician, although one was aimed at spiritual leaders, and a recent one (Humphries et al. 2013) is aimed at lawyers and legislators. We hope to get our information into the curriculum for health sciences courses in general, and into the core curriculum for medical schools and nursing schools, and one of our papers in progress is aimed at trying to bring that about. The fact that our team has specialists in a number of different areas allows us to complement each other’s knowledge of both substance and the terminology/culture of different fields. An article aimed at physicians, for example, has a different style from one aimed at bioethicists, or one aimed at ministers, and so on.

While our arguments and recommendations may be obvious to the linguist reader, they come as a surprise (sometimes a disturbing one) to many outside our field. Since our first publication came out in 2010, we have been contacted by various groups and individuals around the globe in their endeavors to protect deaf children. In 2012, we exchanged emails with a committee in Denmark as they reworked their national policy toward the language and education needs of deaf children; we advised them on substance as well as wording of the policy. In 2013, we exchanged emails with members of the National Association of the Deaf (NAD) in the United States while they were working on lobbying and legislative efforts. One of our team was asked to join the NAD Education Policy Committee and is helping to prepare a position paper and other information pieces (on the effects of language deprivation and accurate information on the risks of CIs) for this organization. One of our 2012 articles (Humphries et al. 2012a) has been downloaded over 27,000 times (as of April 2014), so we are steadily attracting attention to the problem.
We also reach out to others by attending meetings at which we have a chance of influencing interested individuals who might be able to advance our cause. For example, at the annual Health Law Professors Conference hosted by the American Society of Law, Medicine, & Ethics in June, 2013, we gathered contact information from professors who teach in health law and bioethics and then sent them copies of our articles with a suggestion of how they might use them in their classes. When we spread the word among colleagues in Deaf Studies, particularly from other countries, we give them Microsoft Word versions of our articles, rather than PDF versions, so that they can easily copy and paste the material and use it in whatever way best suits them to advance our shared goals.

Beyond the articles, we have published a decision-making tool for patients and their physicians to share, called an option grid. These grids give a summary table that allows comparisons between options a patient (or a patient’s family) faces by listing frequently asked questions with very short answers supported by an evidence document that gives references for further readings. Typically a patient reads the grid then meets with the physician to discuss it and make a final decision. Option grids have been shown to be effective in enhancing patients’ confidence as they make decisions even about very complex matters and to increase their involvement in their own treatment (Elwyn et al. 2013). Our option grid is labeled Language Options for Deaf Newborns. It is available through the website http://www.optiongrid.org/, which is administered at Dartmouth College by a collective of health professionals. We are open to suggestions from readers and we are open to sharing our materials and our wisdom based on our experiences thus far about what works and what does not, in setting up an activist team, in working as a team, and in choosing sites for publication. We still have much to learn and a lot of work ahead, but we are encouraged by the results to date and we have not slowed down; if anything, our pace has picked up.
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